Harmonic maps X:(S,h) --N from a 2-manifold S with indefinite metric h to a semi-Riemannian manifold N are characterized, assuming that the induced metric I is nondegenerate. Except in one very special case, the characterizations involve a canonically determined holomorphic quadratic differential on a naturally chosen conformal structure. This is surprising because Harmonic maps are ofinterest to mathematicians and physicists (see refs. 1 and 2). Mathematicians seem most concerned with harmonic maps X:(M,h) --(N,g) involving Riemannian manifolds, though some attention has been paid-to the case in which a semi-Riemannian metric g on N induces a positive definite (or spacelike) metric I on M, as in the study of maximal hypersurfaces in Minkowski space (where-h is taken to be I). Predictably, physicists have a special interest in harmonic maps for which the metric h prescribed on M is indefinite.
Harmonic maps are ofinterest to mathematicians and physicists (see refs. 1 and 2). Mathematicians seem most concerned with harmonic maps X:(M,h) --(N,g) involving Riemannian manifolds, though some attention has been paid-to the case in which a semi-Riemannian metric g on N induces a positive definite (or spacelike) metric I on M, as in the study of maximal hypersurfaces in Minkowski space (where-h is taken to be I). Predictably, physicists have a special interest in harmonic maps for which the metric h prescribed on M is indefinite.
In this paper, we characterize harmonic maps X:(S,h) --(N,g) from a surface (or 2-manifold) S with indefinite metric h into a semi-Riemannian manifold N, assuming that the induced metric I on S is nondegenerate. Thus I is spacelike or timelike, and X must be an immersion. We write N for (N,g) henceforth, suppressing reference to g.
Except in one degenerate case, our characterizations look remarkably much like the one obtained in ref. 3 with indefinite h will be characterized (even in part) by the Cauchy Riemann equations.
RESULTS
Everywhere below S is an oriented 2-manifold, and N is a semiRiemannian manifold ofdimension m -2. Given a map X:(S,h) --N with nondegenerate induced metric I, denote by B the second fundamental form of X as defined in ref. 4 , and not as in ref. 1 The publication costs ofthis article were defrayed in part by page charge payment. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 U. S. C. §1734 solely to indicate this fact.
(1) h_ 0 and (2) fl(I',Rh') is holomorphic. Theorems 1 through 4 together with some continuity arguments give this extension of a result by Ruh 
